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ON A CLASS OF TRANSFORMATION GROUPS.*
By ANDREWAl. GLEASON and RICHARD S.

PALAIS.

In orderto apply our ratherdeep understanding
of the structureof Lie
groups to the studyof transformation
groups it is natural to try to single
out a class of transformation
groupswhichare in some sense naturallyLie
groups. In this paper we iiltroducesuch a class and commencetheirstudy.
In Section 1 the inotioniof a l,ie transformation
group is introduced.
of a space X whichadmit
Roughly,theseare grouipsII of homeomorphismlls
a Lie group)topologywhichis stronlgenoughto makethe evaluationmapping
(ht,x) ->h (x) of II X X into X continuous,yetweak enoughso that H gets
all the onie-parameter
subgroupsit deservesby virtueof the way it acts on X
(see the definiition
of admissiblyweak below). Such a topologyis uniquely
determinedif it exists and our effortsare in the main concernedwith the
questioniof wheniit existsanidhow oniemay effectively
put one's hands on it
wlheil it does. A niaturalcandidate for this so-called Lie topologyis of
course the compact-opentopologyfor H. However,if one considersthe
example of a dense one-parameter
subgroupH of the torus X acting on X
it appearsthatthisis notthe generalanswer. In thisexample
bytranslation,
if we modifyv
the compact-open
topologyby adding to the open sets all their
arc componlents
(gettingin this way whatwe call the modifiedcompact-open
topology),we get the Lie topologyof HI. That this is a fairlygeneralfact
is onieof our mainiresults (Theorem 5. 14). The lattertheoremmoreover
showsthat the reasonthat the compact-opentopologywas not good enough
in the above example is connectedwith the fact that H was not closed in
the groupof all homeomorphisms
of X, relativeto the compact-open
topology.
Theorem5. 14 also statesthat fora large class of interestinig
cases the weakness conditionfor a Lie topologyis redundant.
The remainderof the paper is concernedwith developinga certain
criterionfor decidingwhena topologicalgroup is a Lie group and applying
this criterionto derivea generalnecessaryand sufficient
conldition
forgroups
of homeomorphisms
of locally compact,locally connectedfinitedimensional
metricspaces to be Lie transformiiation
grouips. The criterionis remarkable
in that local compactnessis niotone of the assumptions. It states in fact
*
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that a locally arewiseconnectedtopologicalgroup is a Lie group provided
that its compactmetrizablesubspacesare of boundeddimension.
1. Lie transformationgroups. Let G be a topologicalgroup and X
a topologicalspace. By an action of G on X we mean a homomorphism
of X such that the map
0: g -->O., of G into the groupof homeomorphisms
-->,
X
into X is continuous. If II is a group of homeo(g, x)
(x) of G X
morphismsof X, thena topologyforH will be called admissiblystrongif it
rendersthe map (h, x) -*7h (x) of H X X-- X continuous. We note that
we do not demand of an admissiblystrong topologythat it make II a
topologicalgroup; howeverif H is a topologicalgroup in a given topology,
then clearlythat topologyis admissiblystrongif anidonly if it makes the
identitymap of H on itselfan action of H on X. Moreoverif we deinote
by R the additivegrouipof real numbersthen:
1. 1.

PROPOSITION. Let II be a topologicalgroup whose underlying

of a space X. If the topologyof El is
groupis a groupof homzeomorphisms
thtenea-chone-paraanieter
of II is an action of
.admissiblystrontg,
sutbgroup
R on X.
of a space
We shall call a topologyfor a group II of homeomorphisms
X admissiblyweak if everyaction of R on X whose range is in H is a
continuousmap of R into II with respectto this topology. Again we ilote
that an admissiblyweak topologyfor H is not required to make II a
of admissiblyweak
topologicalgroup. Howeverfrom1. 1 and the definition
we clearlyhave:
1. 2. PROPOSITION. Let H be a topologicalgr0oupwhose underlying
of a space X. If the topologyfor II
groupis a group of homeomorphismis
subis bothadmissiblyweak and admissiblystrongthen the one-parameter
in
actions
the
R
on
whose
lie
H.
X
ranges
of
groupsof H are exactly
The terminology
'admissiblystrong' and 'admissiblyweak' is justified
by the followingtrivial observation.
1. 3. PROPOSITION. Let H be a groupof homeomorphisms
of a space X.
A topologyfor H whichis stronger(weaker) than an admissiblystrong
(weak) topologyis itselfadmissiblystrong (weak).
Some authorsuse the termadmissiblefortopologiesthat we call admissibly strong. For this reason we shall not succumbto the temptationof
calling admissiblethose topologieswhichare at once admissiblystrongand
admissiblyweak.
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of a space X.
1. 4. Definition. Let H be a group of homeomorphisms
A Lie topologyfor H is a topologyfor H whichis both admissibllystrong
makes H a Lie group.
a-ndadmissiblyweak and which furthermore
The followingwell-knownfact is an immediateconsequenceof the existence of canonical coordinatesystemsof the secondkind in Lie groups.
1. 5. LEMMA. Let G and H be Lie groupsand h a homomorphism
of
the underlyinggroup of G into the tnderlyinggroup of H. A necessary
and sufficient
conditionforh to be continuousis thath o 4 be a one parameter
subgroupof H whenever0 is a one-parameter
subgroupof G. In particular,
if G and II have the same underlyinggroup and the same one-parameter
subgroups,theyare identical.
The followingpropositionfollows directlyfrom 1,2, 1. 5, and the
(lefinitionof a Lie topology.
1. 6. PROPOSITION. A groupof homeomorphisms
of a topologicalspace
admits at most one Lie topology.
of a topologicalspace X
1. 7. Definition. A groupof homeomorphisms
will be called a Lie transformation
group of X if it admits a Lie topology.
The unique Lie topologyfora Lie transformation
group G will be called
the Lie topologyfor G and propertiesmeaningfulfor a Lie group when
relativeto its Lie topology.
used in referenceto G are to be interpreted
2. A theoremon arcwise connectedspaces. A theoremsomewhatmore
generalthan the next lemma is provedon page 115 of [6], and a still more
generalresultis indicatedin exercise7, page 80 of [8].
2. 1. LEMMA. A partitioningof the tinitintervalinto at most countably many disjoint closed sets is trivial,i. e., containsonly one element.
2. 2. THEOREM. A partitioningof an arcwise connectedspace X into
at most countablymany disjoint closed sets is trivial.
Proof. Let {En} be such a partitioningand let p, q E X. We must
show that p and q are in the same E.n. Let f be a continuousmap of the
unit interval into X such that f(O)
p and f(1) = q. Applying the lemma
to the partitioning{f1 (EIJ)} of the unit intervalwe see that for some n
f1(E.) is the entire unit interval. Hence p f(0) and q f(1) belong
to En.
=

=

=
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3. Making a topologylocally arcwise connected. Most,if Inotall, of
the resultsof this sectionare known,but theybelongto the realm of folktheoremsand are apparentlynot easily available in the literature.
a set and 5 a topologyfor
Let (X, 5) be a topologicalspace (i.e.,
X) and let 0 be the set of arc componentsof all open subspacesof (XV,5).
Suppose B1 and B2 are elementsof 6 and let B- be an arc componentof
i E 5. Then if p E B1 n B2, the arc componentof p in 6, nf 2,which
belongsto X, is clearlya subset of B, n B. Thus B1 n B2 is a union of
'h (5) for XVwhich
sets from0 and hence 0 is a base for a new topologgy
is clearlystrongerthan 5.
Z7

3. 1. Definition. We definean operation9I. on topologiesas follows:
if 5 is a topologyfor a set X then 9n(5) is the topologyforA- whichhas
as a base all arc componentsof open subspacesof (X, 5).
The followingtheoremsummarizessome of the most importanit
properties of the operation Wi.
Let (,Y,5)

be a topologicalspace.

3. 2.

THEOREM.

(1)

so does '1h(S).
axiom of countability,
If 5f satisfiesthe fir-st

(2) If Z is a locallyarcwiseconnectedspace and f is a functionfrsom
Z into X continuousr-elativeto the topology5, th,enf is also continiuous
relativeto 'hi(S). In particular (X, 5) and (X,%1(51)) har.!ethe sami7e
arcs.
(3) (X, 'hi(S)) is locallyarcwiseconnected,and in fact 91(57) can)
be characterizedas th.eweakest locally arcwise connectedtopologyfor X
is strongerthan 5. Hence *h is idem,potent.
twhich
(4) The componentsof an open subsetof (X, chi(5)) are just its frc
componentswhet regardedas a subspaceof (IV,5). In particularthe com71are the arc components of (X, 5).
ponents of (V, 91 (5))
(5) If I is a groupand (X, 5) a topologicalgroup,then (IX,91 (5))
is also a topologicalgroup and it has the saimeotne-parameter
subgroupsas
(XI,5).

I and a countablebase (O0n} forthe 5-neighborhoods
Proof. Givenx X
of x we get a countablebase { n}') for the 91(5)-neighborhoods of x by
taking On' to be the arc comuonentof x in 0, (relative to the topology
5, of course). This proves (1).
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Let . be the set of all arc componentsof open subspacesof (X, 5)
so that by definition6 is a base for 9fl(5).
Suppose f is a functionfromthe locally arcwiseconnectedspace Z into
X which is continuousrelative to 5. Given B C 6 we will show that
f-1(B) is open in Z whichwill prove (2). By definitionof 6 we can choose
e C 7 such that B is aln arc componentof V. Given pE f-I(B) let TVbe
Then f(W) is arewise connected,
the arc componentof p in f-1(0).
includedin 0, anldmeets B at f(p) ; hence f(W) C B. Since Z is locally
of
arewiseconnectedand f-1(6) is open, W is open. Thus a neighborhood
p is includedin f-'(B) so f1(B) is openi.
Next let B C S. By definitionof X, B is arewise connectedwhen
regardedas a subspaceof (X, 5). Hence by (2) B is an arewiseconnected
Thus 'ill(S) has a base consistingof arewise
subspace of (X, 971(5)).
connectedsets so, by definition,'ill(5) is locally arewiseconnected. Since
everyV C S is the unionlof its arc componentsand hencebelongsto 97l(5)
it followsthat 9n (5) is strongerthan S. Suppose 5' is a locally arcwise
topologyforX strongerthaniS. Then the identitymappingf of Z = (X, 5')
and hence,by (2), f is a continuousmap of Z
into (X, 5) is continluous

thatchi(5r). This proves(3).
into (X, 9'n(S)), i.e., 5' is stronger

If V is an open subspaceof (X,%n(5r)) then,since cht(S) is locally
arewiseconnected,the componeiltsof V are the same as the arc components
of V are the same
of V. On the otherhand, by (2), the arc comiiponenits
This
whether V is regarded as a subspace of (X, 5) or (X, 97l(5)).
proves (4).
Finally,supposethatX is a groupand let f be the map (x, y) e->y-1 of
X X X-- X. If (X, 5) is a topologicalgroup then f is a continuousmap
of (X, 5f) X (X, 5) -> (X, 5) and a fortiori(since 'it (S) is strongerthan
%I (f)) -) (X, 5). Since
5) f is a continuousmap of (X, Il(5) ) X (XA,
X
(X, qn(S) ) is locally arewise connected,it follows
by (3) (X, 9i (S))
map of
from (2) that f is a conltinuous
(f5: 971
(5f) ) x

(

X,9l(5f))

(X, 97 (5f) )

(5)) is a topologicalgroup. It also followsfrom (2) that
i. e., that (X,
and
(X, 971(5r) ) have the same arcs and hence the same one(X, 5)
parametersubgroups. This proves (5).
3. 3. Definition. If & _ (G, 5) is a topologicalgroup,then we call
(G, 'il(S)) the associated locally arecwiseconnectedgroup of S.
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4. Weakeningthe topologyof a Lie group.
of a locallycomrepresentation
4. 1. THEOREM. Let 4 be a one-to-onze
pact group G satisfyinigthe second axiom of countabilityonto a locally
i. e., 4)is an isomorphism
arcwiseconnectedgroup HI. Then '-1is conztinuous,
of G withH.
of eG, the identityof G. It
Proof. Let V be a compactileighborhood
will sufficeto show that + (V) is a neighborhoodof eH, the identityof II.
U of eG such that u2 C V. Then
ileighborhood
Choose an open,symmetric
is compactand hence that complementof
V-U is compact,so )(V -U)
of eI. Let X be an arewiseconnectedneighbor4)(V - U) is a neighborhood
hood of eH such that XX-1 does not meet 4)(V - U).
Given g, and g2 in 4-' (X) we put g1 g2 if and only in g1g92-' U.
Since lr is a symmetricneighborhoodof es, it follows that -- is a
If gl g2 and g2 g3 then
symmetric,reflexiverelation on 4-) (X).
== 4(g1)0(g3)-1 C XX'
172
C
and
=
But
V.
e
g -g3
4(9193-')
(g1g2-) (g2g3-l)
since XX-1 is disjoiintfrom ( ( V - U), it followsthat g1g3-'E U C l so
Hence - is also transitiveand henceis an equivalencerelationoll
g,g,.
of +-1(X) under ,
Let {g,} be a completeset of representatives
4)'(X).
onleof which we cail take to be eG. Given g EC -l(X) we can find a 9a
such that ga, g so gEC ga. Thus { Ug,} is a coveringof 4-1(X). If
EC -1 U and ggp-lC U, so gg'gp-1 72c V. But
g C Ugnn Ugp,then gag--l
)(gagp-1)C X-X' which is disjoint from qb(V- U) so gacg-1C U C u s0
. Hence the UgC are disjoint and therefore,since thev
ga,gp aind a
it
have non-empty
interiorsand G satisfiesthe secondaxiom of countability,
{X n 4C(Uga)}
followsthat {( ga} is a countableset. Now since 4 is one-to-one,
is a countabledisjointcoveringof X. Moreoversince U is closedand included
is compact,so each 4(Ug,) is compact,
in TVit is compact. I-Jence
each UJga
so each X no
4)(Uga) is closed in X. Now xfn4)(UeG) is not empty,and
in fact containseH. Sinice A is arewise connectedit followsfrom (2. 2)
is a neighThus X C4 ( U) qC (U2) C ( ( V) so 4(V)
that x f n (C7) =X.
borhoodof eH as was to be proved.
=

4. 2. THEOREM. Let & be a locallyarcwiseconnected,locallycompact
the secondaxiomn
group satisfyintg
of countability.If the underlyinggroup
of & is a topologicalgroutp,V in a topologyu'eakerthan the topologyof b,
then.& is theassociatedlocallyarcwiseconnectedgroupof S *. In particular,
In anly case the arc com/&.
& * is locally arcwise connected, then &
ponentsof open subspacesof & * forma base for the topologyof & and both
& and &V have the same one-parameter subgroups.
-
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Proof. Let &** be the associatedlocallyarewiseconnectedgroupof &*.
the topologyof & ** is the weakestlocally arewiseconSince, by definition,
nectedtopologystrongerthanthe topologyof 2 ', it followsthatthe topology
of S is strongerthan the topologyof &**, i. e., the identitymap 0 is a
It followsfrom(4. 1) that4 is an isomorphism
of & on Lv
representation
of & with 2**,i.e. 2,2,**.
(G, 5) is a Lie group satisfyingthe second
4.3. COROLLARY.If A
axiom of countability,then the topology5 of & is minimalin the set of
all locally arcwise connectedgroup topologiesfor-G.
5. The compact-openand modifiedcompact-opentopologies. Let X
be a topologicalspace and let 54(X) denotethe groupof all homneomorphisms
,
with the
,
, .[ and
of X on itself. Given subsets of X K1,
Ki compactand the 61 open define
(K1,

*,Kn;1y

..

n0n) =

{h E S (X): h(K) C Oj, i

1

n}

The compact-opentopology for 54 (X) is by definitionthe topologyin
which sets of the above formare a basis. If H is a subgroupof 9 (X),
then the compact-opentopologyfor H is the topologyinducedon H by the
topologyfor X9(X); equivalentlyit is the topologywhichhas
compact-open
as a basis sets of the form
(K1,*

K n; 01n-

6
,On)

H~

{h

EH: h (Kj) C 0j, i

1**

n}.

topology
We referthe readerto [1] for details concerningthe compact-open
there). We will need the followingfacts proved
(it is called the k-topology
in [1].
topologyfor a
5.1. If X is locally compact,then the comitpact-open
of X is admissiblystrongand is weaker than
group of homeomorphisms
any otheradmissiblystrongtopology.
5.2. If X is locally compactand locally connected,then everygroup
topology.
of X is a topologicalgroupin its compact-open
of homeomorphisms
Immediate from the definitionof the compact-opentopologyis
5. 3. PROPOSITION.If H is a group of hormeom-torphisms
of a space
and G a subgroupof H, thenthe compact-open
topologyforH induceson G
the compact-opentopologyfor G.
Anotherfact we will need is
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5. 4. P.HovostorioN.If X is a locally compact space satisfyingthe
then the compact-opentopologyfor any group
axiom of countability,
secont,d
II of homeomorphi.sms
of X also satisfiesthe second axiom of countability.
Proof. Choose a basis for the topologyof X consistingof a sequence
,
-,,;
(Oi} such that each Os is compact. Theinsets of the form (0!,Oh' , Oi,,) H give a countable base for the compact-openltopology for H.
If & is a topological grouip,thenithe bilateral uniformstructure
for A is that uniformstructuregeneratedby uniformitiesof the form
( (g, h) E s X &: gh1,-and g-'h C V} for some neighborhood
iV of the indentityin S. Like the left anidrightuniformstructuresfor & the bilateral
uniformstructureis compatiblewiththe topologyof S. It has a coluntable
base, aild is heniceequiivalentto a metric,if and only if & satisfiesthe flirst
axiom of countability. Now in [1] Arens shows that if X is a locally
space and 54(X) is the group of all homeomorcompact,locally coninected
phismsof X made into a topologicalgroup (5. 2) by givingit its compactopen topology,theii 91(X) is completein its bilateral uniformstructure
(but not generallyin its left and right uniformstructures). If we now
assume that X satisfiesthe second axiom of countabilityaind use (5.4),
we get a fact mentionedin a footnoteof [1].
space
5. 5. PROPOSITION.Let X be a locallycompact,locallycontnected
satisfyingthe secondaxiom of countabilityand let H be a group of homeomorphismsof X whichis closed,relativeto the compact-opentopology,in
of X. Then the compact-opentopology
the group of all homeomorphi.sm
metric,hence IS is of the second
for HI can be derived from a conmplete
categoryinwits co-npact-opentopology.
one-to-one
homomorphism
factthat a conltinuous
Now it is a well-klnown
of a locally compact topologicalgroup G satisfyingthe second axiom of
countabilityonto a topologicalgroupH of the secondcategoryis necessarily
bicontinuous(see, for example, Theorem XIII, page 65 of Pontrjagin's
Topological Groups,wherethe proofis given underthe assumptionthat H
thatH is of the secondcategory,
is locallycompact,but onlythe consequence,
result
is actuallv used). Using this
togetherwith (5. 1) and (5. 5) we get:
Let X be a locallycompact,locallyconnectedspace
5. 6. PROPOSITION.
satisfyingthe seconidaxiom of countabilityand let H be a group of homeomorphismsof X whichis closed,relativeto the compact-opentopology,in
the group of all homeomorphisms
of X. If H is a topologicalgroup in an
admissiblystrong,locally compact topology5 which satisfiesthe second
then 5 is the compact-opentopologyfor II.
axiom of countability,
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5. . PROPOSITION. Let X be a locally compactspace, G a topological
group, and 4) an action of G on X whose range lies in a group H of
hoineomorphisms
of X. Then 4 is a continuousmap of G into H when the
l(atteris given its compact-opentopology.
1'roof. Let K be the kernelof 4). It followsfromthe fact that 4 is
ani action that K is closed in G. Let h be the canonical homomorphism
of G oi GU/Kand 4 -= o h the canonical factoringof 4). Since lb is
continuous,it will sufficeto show that + is continuouswhen H is given its
comnpact-opeii
topology. Now it followsfromthe fact that h is an open
ma)ping that + is an action of G/K on X and of course + is one-to-one.
Tlhlusit suffices
to provethe theoremwhen 4 is one-to-one(i.e., effective
in
the uisualterminology). It is then no loss of generalityto assume that G
is a subgroupof H and that 4) is the injection mapping. We can then
restatethe propositionas follows:if the topologyof G is admissiblystrong
it is strongerthan the topologyinducedon G by the compact-open
topology
of IH. Since by (5. 3) II induces the compact-opentopologyoni G, this
is a consequenceof (5. 1).
restatement
Taking G R in (5. 7) and recallingthe definition
of admissiblyweak
we have
=

5. 8. COROLLARY. If X is a locally compactspace, then the compactopen topologyfor a group of homeomorphisms
of X is always admissibly
weak.
5. 9. Definitionw.
Let G be a group of homeomorphisms
of a space X.
the modifiedcompact-opentopologyfor G is the topologyresultingfron
applyingthe operation /f7(3. 1) to the compact-opentopologyfor G. In
otherwords it is the topologyfor G in whichthe arc componentsof open
subspacesof G (relativeto the compact-opentopology) forma base.
A wordof caution: since the operationc97does not in generalcommute
withthe operationof inducinga topologyon a subspace,thereis no analogue
of (5. 3) forthe modifiedcompact-open
topology,i. e., the modifiedcompactopen topologyfor a group H of homeomorphisms
des not in generalinduce
on a subgroupG of H the modifiedcompact-open
topologyfor G.
5. 10. PROPOSITION.If X is a locallycompactspace and G is a group
of homeomorphisms
of X, then the modifiedcompact-opentopologyfor G
cantbe characterizedas the weakestadmissiblystrongtopologyfor G which
is locallyarcwiseconnected. Moreover,the modifiedcompact-opentopology
for G is also admissiblyweak.
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Proof. The firstconclusionfollowsfrom(5. 1) and (3. 2(3)).
1-f5 is
an action of R on X with range in G, then by (5. 7) 0 is continuiousNvhen1
G is given its compact-opentopologyand heilce by (3. 2(2)) whel (G is
given its modifiedcomllpact-open
com)act-open
topology,i. e., the miiodified
topologyfor G is admiissibly
weak.
a. 11. PROPOSITION. Let X be a locally compactspace antdGra group
topologyis a
of homeomorphismns
of X. Then the mwodified
compact-opent
Lie topologyfor G if and ontlyif it miakesG a Lie group. Th-esaine is true
of the compact-opent
topology.
Proof. This followsdirectlyfromthe (lefinition
of a Lie topology(1. 4)
since we have seen (5. 1, 5). 8. 5). 10) that both the compact-open and modified

weak.
compact-openi
topologiesare admissiblystrongarid adimiissibly
5. 12. PROPoS1TloN. Let G be a groupof homeomorphisms
of a locally
comnpact,
locally connectedspace X. Then G is a locally arcwiseconnected
G has
topologicalgroup in its modifiedcompact-opent
topology. M11oreover,
topology
thesame one-parameter
subgroupswhengiveneitherits compact-open
or its modifiedcompact-open
topology,in fact,in each case theyare exactly
the actiontsof R on X with range in G.
Since
Proof. The firstcoincluision
followsfrom (5. 2) and (3. 2(5)).
we have seenthatboththecompact-open
anidmodifiedcompact-open
topologies
are admissiblyweak and admissiblystronig,
the finalconclusionfollowsfroimi
(1.2).
5. 13. PROPOSITION. If X is a locally compact space satisfyingthe
second axiom of countability,then the modifiedcompact-opentopologyfor
any group of homeomorphisms
of X satisfiesthe firstaxiom of countability.
Proof. (5.4) and (3.2(1)).
In general, however,it will not be true in the above case that the
nmodified
compact-open
topology,like the compact-open
topology,satisfiesthe
secondaxiom of countabilitv.
The followingis one of ouirmain resultsconcerniilgLie traiisfornmation
groups.
5. 14. THEOREAM. Let s
(G, 5) be a Lie groupsatisfyingthesecond
axiom of countabilitywhose utnderlying
group G is a group of homeomorphismsof a locally compact,locally connectedspace X. If the topology7
of & is admissiblystrong,thenit is automaticallyadmissiblyweak and hence
G is a Lie transformationt
gr-ouz)
of X and 5 its Lie topology. Moreover5
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is the miodified
compact-opentopologyfor G and if X satisfiesthe second
and G is closed,relativeto the compact-open
axiom of countability
topology,
in the group of all homeomorphisms
of X, then 5 is the compact-open
topologyfor G.
Proof. Since by (5.10) the modifiedcompact-opentopologyfor G is
will followonce we showthat 5 is the modified
admissiblyweak,everything
compact-open
topology(the finalconclusionis a consequenceof (5. 6)).
Let &* denote G taken with the modifiedcompact-opentopology. By
(5. 12) &* is a locally arewise connectedtopologicalgroup. Since & is
locally arcwiseconnectedand has an admissiblystrongtopology,it follows
from (5. 10) that the topologyof & is strongerthan the topologyof *
Theniby (4. 3) &- *, i. e., 5 is the modifiedcompact-open
topologyfor (G.
5. 15. COROLLARY.
If a Lie topologyfora group G of hiomeomorphismits
of a locally compact,locally connectedspace satisfiesthe secontdaxiom of
countability,
thenit is the modifiedcompact-opentopologyfor G.
5. 16. COROLLARY.If X is a locally compact,locally connectedspace,
thenthe connectedLie tranisformation
groupsof X are preciselythe groups
X
are
Lie groupsin theirmodified
whlich
connected
of homeomorphisms
of
compact-opentopology.
Proof. (5. 11) gives one part of the equivalenceand, since a connected
Lie group satisfiesthe secondaxiom of countability,(5. 15) gives the other.
It is niotpossible in (5. 14) to drop the assumptionthat & satisfies
the second axiom of countability. For example,if G is a non-trivialconnected Lie transformation
group of a locally compact,locally connected
space X, then in the discretetopologyG would satisfythe hypotheses,
but
not the conielusionof (5.14). This showsthat Theorem9 of [1] is false
as stated. The latter states a resultsimilarto part of (5. 14) in a special
case. It is probablytrue whenthe secondaxiom of countabiiltyis added as
an assumptionon the group G, however,the simple (but invalid) analytical
of the typewe have
proofgiven seemsirreparableand topologicalargumenits
used seem necessary.
6. Some dimensiontheory. In what followsa space stated to have
dimension,finiteor infinite,is assumedto have a separablemetrictopology.
This is so that all the theoremsof [3] will be valid. If X is a compact
space and C a closed subsetof X, then Hq (X, C) will deniotethe q-dimensional Cech cohomologygroup of X modulo C. and IV (X, C) will denote
13
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the q-dimensionalcohoniotopy
classes of XVrelativeto C, i.e., the homotopy
classes of mappingsof X into the q-sphereSq whiehcarryC into the north
pole po. We wish firstto show that if dimL
X q > 0, then these two sets
are in one-to-onecorrespondence.Recall firstthat if c E XVand q > 0, then
0) andl that llq(X, {c}) is
Hq(X, {c}) is isomorIpbicto Hq(XV) JJ"(LV,
clearlyi-none-to-oilecorresponidence
with Hq (XL) llq (L, 0). Now let L
be the space formedby idelntifyingc
the closed( sul)setC of the compactspace
.L to a

sinTle

pOillt c, anld let

f be tlle natural projection of X on

LV.

of (XV,C) oni (V, {c}), so, by
Then f is a relativrehomeoiiiorphism
Theorem5.4, pa-es 266 of [2], fl is an isomorphismof iq (LV,(s}) with
{C})
is inil natural onie-to-one
It is also clear that 11((.
Now suppose dimiLXV= n < co. Theii
correspoindencewith HIF(AX,{c}).
II1 (XL,C).

lim (XL-f{c})
dim (XL-C)? n so, by (Corollarv2, page 32 of [3],
dimLV.-_
Now if dimX <n, both IHIn(LV) and IPl(i) containi just one
?t.
corresand IIn(X) are in onle-to-onie
l(L)
point,whileif dimL-n, thenHJn
pondenceby TheoremVIII 2, page 149 of [3]. Suppose now that n > 0
and let us put all these oine-to-one
together:
corresponidences
HI'(X, C) <-

128=t{

C}I) <- Hn (_k) <4 ln(X) +->Ip(1,

{ C}I) <4 1n(X, C).

6. 1. LEMMA. If X is a compactspace of dimensionn (O <n <oo),
betweenHn(XV,C) alnd II(Ln,C).
then thereis a one-to-on?e
correspondence
6. 2. THIEOREM. Let XVbe a compactspace of finitedimensiont
n > 0.
Then thereis a closedsutbset
C of X for whichthereexistsan essentialmap
of the pair (2LVC) itnto(Sn,Po).
Proof. Sinee the inessentialmaps of (X, C) inlto (Sn, po) are just
to show
those in the samiiehomotopyclass as the constant map P, it suffices
element
for
closed
C
some
subset
II
containis
more
than
one
that
(X, C)
a closed subset C of XVfor
to find1
of X. In view of the lemma it suffices
which Hn (X, C) & 0. But if on the contraryH" (X, C) 0 for all closed
VIII 4, page 152 of [3]
subsetsC of LV,thenit would followfromThleoremi
L ? n - 1, a cointradiction.
that diim
6. 3. BORSUK'S THEOREM. Let Y be a closed subspace of a space X
and C a closedsubspaceof 1P. Let f and g be homotopicmapptngsof (Y, C)
into (S,, po). If f has an extension F over X relativeto 5S",thentthereis
of
atnextensionG of g over L such that F and (7 are hoinotopicmnappings
(X. C) inito (S", Po).

I"-roof.This is statedanidprovedas Theoren VI 5. page 86 of ! 3] foi
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the case C =- 0. Howeverthe proofgiven actuallyprovesthe more general
relativizedformstatedabove.
6.4. LEMMi}A. Let Y be a closed1subsetof a space X and C a closed
subset of Y. Let F be (t m7tapof (Xt;,
C) into (Sn,po) such that f, the
restrictionof F to 1Y,is an inessentialmnapof (1, C) in1to(Sn,pPo). Then
ther-eis a nleighborhoodT
V of Y such that the restrictionof F to V is an
inessential nap of (It, C) inito (Sn, pO).

Proof. Let g 1)e the constantmap y ->po of (Y, C) into (Sn,po).
By assumptionf and g are homotopicmap)pingsof (Y, C) into (S",,pO),
lhenceby (6. 3) thereis an extensionG of g overX such that F anidG are
in the samneliomotop)yclass as mnappings of (X,C)

into (S'l,po).

A fortiori

if V is anyvnieighborhood
of Y, thenithe restrictions
of F and G to V are
to finda neighborhomotopicma)psof (V,C) into (S't,po), hence it suffices
Y
hood V of -forwhich G restrictedto V is an inessentialmap of (V, C)
ilnto (Sn.pJ)o). But clearly ir U is anyvcontractible neighborhood of po o01
V Works.
Sn theniG-1((T)

The followingresult,or at least closelyrelatedones,are known. hIowever the proofis shortand we include it for completeness.
6. 5. ThIEOREM1.Let C be a closedsutbspaceof a compactspace X antd
let f be ani,essentialmzapof the pair (X, C) into (S,, po). Then the family
S of closed subsetsY of X whichinclude C and for which the restriction
of

f to Y is an essential map of (Y, C) into (Sn, Pa) contains a minimal

element.
P'roof. Bv Zornl'slemma it suffices
to show that the orderingof a by
inClusionis inductive,i. e., if r is a chain in a and F is the intersection
of
the elenmenits
of r, thenwe mnust
showthat F E F. Suppose on the contrary
that F S. Since clearly CC F this means that f restrictedto F is an
inessentialmap of (F, C) into (Sn,p6) and henceby (6. 4) thereis an open
F such that f restricted
set V inceltuding
to V is an inessentialmap of (V, C)
into (Sn,p,). Now {Y- V: Y E r} is a chain of compactsets with empty
and hence Y - V is emptyfor some Y E r. But then Y C V
intersectioni
and hence the restrictionof f to Y is an inessentialmap of (Y, C) into
(Si',po) so Y ? 5, contradictingrcC .
7. A criterionfor Lie groups. This sectioncontainsthe proofof a
theorenm
reportedby one of the authorsin [4].
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7. 1. THEOREM. Let G bea locallyarcwiseconnected
group.
topological

If X is a non-void
compact,
metrizable
subspaceof G of dimension
n <00,
theneitherX has an interior
pointor elsethereis an arc A in G suchthat
AX is compact,
metrizable
and of dimension
greaterthann.

P'roof. We notefirstthat if A is any arc in G, thenAX is compactand
metrizable. In fact,A is the continuousimage of the unit intervalI under
some map -a so that AX is the conitinuous
image of the compact,metrizable
space I X X under the continuousmap (t, x) -> a (t) x. The desiredresult
now followsfromSatz IX, ? 3, ChapterII of [7].
If n =0 theneitherG is discrete,in whichcase everypoint of X is an
interiorpoint,or else G has a nonl-trivial
arc A in whichcase AX has a nontrivialarc and thereforeis of dimensiongreaterthan or equal to one.
Now supposen > 0. By (6.2) we can finda closed subsetC of X for
whichthereexistsan essentialmap f of the pair (X, C) into (S's,po). By
(6. 5) thereis a closed subsetX' of X includingC such that f restricted
to X' is an essentialmap of the pair (X', C) into (Sn, pO),but forany nonvoid open subset U of X' disjointfromC the restrictionof f to AX'- U is
an inessentialmap of (X'- U, C) onto (Sn,po). Withoutloss of generality
we can assume that e E X'- C, for in any case this cainhe arrangedby a
translation.
Let V be an arewise connectedneighborhoodof e suchithat V-'v is
disjointfromC. Suppose now thatA has no interiorpoints. Then certainly
V-1 is not includedin X', so we can finda continiuous
map crof the unit
intervalinto G suchI that o(0) = e, A = ranigeof a C V, and cr(l) - AT'.
Then e d (1 )X', heincesince X' is compact,we caii fin(daui open neighborhood U of e with U C V and C disjointfroma (1) A'. By the c hoice of AX'
the restriction
of f to T'- U is homotopic,
as a map of the pair (XT'- U, C)
into (S,, po), to the conistantmapping x -> pro. 13y (6. 3) it followsthat
thereis a map g of the pair (X', C) into (S's, po) such that g (r) = p,o for
x E A'- U whi(h is honiotop)icto the restrictionof f to XT'aAIi therefore
is essential.
Now note that AC U a (1).A' is disjointfromC. In fact, {orwas chosen
disjoint froma(l)X' while, since A CV and V-'V is (lisjointfromC. it
followsthat AC is (lisjoint from V and a fortiorifrom C. Thlenisince
conditionshI(x) =yp
g(x) =pPO for x.E'X- U it followsthat the defllining
for xE AC U o(1)AX', h(x) = g(x) for xE AT' are non-contra(lietorv
and
definea continuousmapping h of AT'UACUcr(l)X' into SN. It follows
fromthe essentialityof g that h does not have a continuousextensionover
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AX' relative to Sn. In fact, if h were such an extensionof h, then
H: IXX'`-S
, definedby H(t,x) =hi(r(t)x) would be a homotopyof g
(consideredas a map of the pair (X', C) into (S4n,po)) with the constant
map x - po. It followsa fortiorithat h does not have a continuousextension
over AX relativeto &.. Since as we have already seen AX is metrizable,
we can applythe theoremsof [3]. In particular,by TheoremVI 4, page 83
of [3], the existenceof a continuousmapping of a closed subspaceof AX
into Sn whichdoes not admit a continuousextensionoverall of AX implies
that dim (AX)> n.

7. 2. THEOREYM. A locally arcwi.seconnectedtopologicalgroup G int
of boundeddimensionis a Lie
whichthe compactmetrizablesubspacesarwe
group.
Proof. Let n be the least upperboundof the dimensionsof the compact,
metrizablesubspacesof G and let X be a compactmetrizablesubspaceof G
of dimensionn. By (7. 1) X has an interiorpoint g. Then V g-1X is a
compact n-dimensionalneighborhoodof the identityin G. Hence G is a
topologicalgroup and, by
locally connected,locally compact,it-dimensional
the theoremon page 185 of [5], G is a Lie group.
7. 3. COROLLARY.
If G is a topologicalgroup in which the compact,
metrizablesubspacesare of boundeddimension,then the associated locally
arcwise con-nected
3. 3) is a Lie group.
g-roupof G (Definitiont
Proof. Since the topologyof G*, the associated locally arewise connectedgroupof G, is strongerthan the topologyof G, the compactmetrizable
subspacesof G* are also compactmetrizablesubspacesof G and hence have
dimension.
houinded
7.4. COROLLARY.Let G be a topologicalgroup in whichsome neighof the identityadmits a continuousone-to-onemap into a finite
borhwood
dimensionalmetric space. Then the associated locally arcwise connected
groupof G is a Lie groupand in particularif G is locallyarcwiseconnected,
thenG is a Lie group.
Proof. Let f be a continuousone-to-onemap of a closed neighborhood
V of the identityinto a finitedimensionalmetricspace X. Givena compact
of k in K.
subspaceK of G and kcE K, kV n K is a compactneighborhood
K
sub->
onto
a
h
compact
kV
homeomorphically
The map
n
f(k-1h) maps
space of X. It followsthat kV n K is of dimensionless than or equal to n.
Since each point of K has a neighborhoodof dimensionless than or equal
to n, it followsthat dim (K) ? n and (7.4) now followsfrom (7. 3).
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8. A criterionfor Lie transformationgroups.
8. 1. Definition. A set c1 of homeomorphisms
of a space X will be said
to be faithfully
represented
by a subsetF of X if 4 C @ and + (x) = x forall
x e F implies4) is the identitymap of X.
8.2. THEOREM. Let & = (G,5) be a Lie group whose underlying
group G is a group of homeomorphism
of a space X and whosetopology5
is admissiblystrong. Then some neighborhoodof the identityin s is
faithfullyrepersentedby a finitesubset F of X. In fact, if dim
tn
thenF can be takento have n or fewerpoints.
Proof. Given a finitesubset F of X, let
Gp({gE

G: gt(x)

x for all xE F .

Each GF is a closed subgroupof & and hence a Lie group. It will suffice
to provethat forsomeF containingn or fewerpoints,GF is zero-dimensional
and hence discrete. We provethis by showinig
that if dimGF > 0, then for
some x E X we have dimGput{ < dimiGF. In fact,let 4): t-e t be a nontrivial one-parameter
subgroupof GF and let t be a real numbersuch that
Choose
x
X
such that q5t(x)5- x. Then GF
is a subgroupof
E
ot=/=e.
GF and 4)is a one-parameter
subgroupof GF but not of GFU{,*
There is a partial converseto (8. 2), namely,
8. 3. THEOREM. Let
(G, 5) be a topologicalgroup -whoseunderlyinggroup G is a group of homeonm-orphisms
of a fintite
dimensionalmetric
space X and whosetopology5 is admissiblystrong. If somiie
neighborhood
of the identityin & is faithfullyrepresentted
by a finitesubset of X, then
the associatedlocally arcwiseconnectedgroup of & is a Lie group,and in
particularif & is locallyarcwiseconnected,it is a Lie group.
Proof. Let U be a neighborhoodof the identitv in & faithfully
, xn of X and choosea nleighborhood
represented
by a finitesubsetxl,
V
of the identitywith V-1VCU.
Then f: g- (g(xi),
>g(x,))) is a
continuousmap of V into Xn. MIoreover,
if f(g)
f(h) for g,hE V then
g-lh (x) =
lg(xi) =- xi, i - 1,2.
, n; since g-h E U, it follows that
g-lh= e or g = h. Thus f is one-to-oneand since dimXn - n dimX<oo,
the propositionfollowsfrom (7. 4).
8.4. THEOREM. Let X be a locally compact,locally connected,finite
dimensionalmetricspace. A necessaryand sufficient
conditionfor a group
G of homeomorphisms
of X to be a Lie transformation
group of X with the
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modifiedconpact-opentopologyas its Lie topologyis that some modified
compact-open
neighborhood
of the identtity
in G be faithfullyrepresentedby
a finitesubsetof X.
Proof. Necessityfollowsfrom(8. 2). Sinicethe mnodified
compact-open
topologyfor G is admissiblystrong (5. 10) and makes G a locally arcwise
followsfrom (8. 3).
connectedtopologicalgroup (5. 12), sufficiency
Since the modifiedcompact-openneighborhoodsof the identityare
generallyimpossibleto determinewhile the comlipact-open
of
neighborhoods
the identityare explicitlygiven,the followingcorollaryto (8. 4) is a more
useful criterionthan the theoremitself.
8. 5. COIROLLARY.Let G be a gr1oupl)
of a locally
of horcotmeorphisms
imetricspace X. If some
compact, locally coninected,
finite dim-ebr,esionld
compact-opetn
neighborh0oodof the identityin G i.s faithfullyrepresentedby
a finitesubset of X, thentG is a Lie transformation
group of X and the
modifiedconmpact-open
topologyfor G is its Lie topology. In particular,
if G itself is faithfully representedby a finitesubset of X, it is a Lie
transformttationb
grolupof X with the modifiedcomipact-open
topologyas its
Lie topology.
Proof. A compact-open
of the idenitity
ileighborhood
in G is a fortiori
a modifiedcompact-openneighborhoodof the identity.
It is perhapsin orderhere to remarkon the relevance(or ratherirrelevance) of the variousmetrizability
assumptionswe have miadein Section 6
anldthiereafter.In generalthesehave been made to justifythe use made of
theoremsprove(din [3], whereall spaces are taken to be separablemetric.
However,since all the spaces to which dimensionargumentsare directly
applied are, in this paper, compact,it is possibleas the refereesuggeststo
use the Lebesquiedefinitionof dime-nsion
in termsof the minimumnumber
of interesectingsets in small open coverings,and drop all referencesto
metrizability.For the resultsin Section 6 and for Theorem7. 1 this would
our results. However for the main theorem,Theorem 7. 2,
strengthein
droppingthe referenceto metrizability
would at least formallyweakenthe
theorem. Using the referee'ssuggestion,Corollary7. 4 can be strengthened
by replacingmetricby compactin its statement. That this gives a really
strongerresultfollowsfromthe fact that a finitedimensionalmetricspace
can be imbeddedin a finitedimensionalcompactspace. In fact the referee
notes that locally compactcan replacemetricin Corollary7. 4, providedthe
dimensionof a locallv compact space is definedas the supremumof the
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dimensionsof its compactsubspaces. This is immediatefromthe proofof
this corollary. Having notedthis last fact it followsthat in Theorems8. 3
and 8. 4 and in Corollary8.5 we can drop the assumptionthat X is metric.
9. A conjecture. Let X be a connectedmanifoldsatisfyingthe second
axiomof countability.Let G be a connectedLie transformation
groupof X,
or what is the same (5. 16), a group of homeomorphisms
of X that is a
connectedLie group in its modifiedcompact-opentopology. Let (7 be the
closureof G, relativeto the compact-open
topology,in the groupof all homeomorphismsof X. Then we conjecturethat CGis also a Lie transformation
group of X and that the Lie topologyof G1is its compact-open
topology.
If thisis so, theinthe structureof the class of conniiected
Lie transformation groups of X is very clear. On the one hand, thereare those groups
of homeomorphisms
of X whichare connectedLie groupsin theircompactopen topology,and all othersare analyticsubgroupsof these. The validity
of this structuretheoremwould have mnany
interestingconsequences.
manifoldwith X as its underlyingtopological
If Ml is a differentiable
manifold,then we definea Lie transformation
group of M1 to be a Lie
homeomortransformation
group of X consistiiigentirelyof differentiable
phisms. The differentiable
structureof 1I allows one to developaininfinitesimal characterization
of Lie transformation
groupsof ll in termsof vector
of
This
is
carried
fieldson Ml.
out by one the authorsin a recentMemoir
of the AmericanMathematicalSociety [6].
HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
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